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Base pressure oscillations in a rectangular duct 
with an abrupt enlargement 

J. S. ANDERSON (LONDON), G. GRABITZ, G. E. A. MEIER (GOTIINGEN), 

W. M. JUNGOWSKI and K. J. WITCZAK (WARSZAWA) 

THis PAPER deals with a study of unsteady, compressible flow in a rectangular duct which follows 
an abrupt enlargement of section. Sonic flow from a short, two-dimensional convergent nozzle 
expands into the rectangular duct to provide a mixed, subsonic and supersonic flow which can 
be unstable for certain operating pressure ratios. The unstable flow gives rise to oscillations of 
pressure and density which occ~ throughout the length of the duct, including the base or corner 
regions. These oscillations have been called base pressure oscillations and can occur in both 
symmetrical and asymmetrical flow. During the oscill~tions the strength and location of a nor
mal shock in the duct change. 

Praca dotyczy badan nieustalonego scisliwego przeplywu w prostok~tnym kanale z naglym roz
szerzeniem przekroju poprzecznego. Krytyczny wyplyw z kr6tkiej dwuwymiarowej dyszy zbiei:
nej do prostok~tnego kanalu wytwarza w nim mieszany, podd:Zwi~kowy i nadd:Zwi~kowy prze
plyw, kt6ry moi:e bye niestabilny dla pewnych stosunk6w cisnienia. Niestabilnosc przeplywu 
prowadzi do oscylacji cisnienia i g~stosci wzdlui: calego ]{analu, l~cznie z obszarami zastoju 
przy dyszy. Oscylacje te nazwano oscylacjami cisnienia obszaru zastoju i mOM one wyst~
powac zar6wno w przeplywie symetrycznyrn jak i niesyrnetrycznym. Nat~ienie i poloi:enie pro
stopadlej fali uderzeniowej w kanale zmieniaj~ si~ podczas oscylacji. 

Pa6oTa RacaeTcH Hccnenosamm HeyCTaHOBHBwerocH CH<HMaeMoro Teqemm B npHMoyrom.HoM 
RaHane c BHe33IIHbiM pacWHpeHHeM nonepe~oro ceqeHHH. 3BYROBoe McreqeHHe 1{31<opoTKoro, 
,ZJ;ByMepHoro, cxo,ZJ;HI.QerocH conna nepexo,ZJ;HT B npHMoyrom.Hl>m RaHan, Bhi3hiBaH cMewaHHoe, 
,ZJ;03By:KOBOe H CBepX3BY1<0BOe TeqeHHe, KOTOpOe MO>KeT 6biTb HeCTa61{Jll>Hoe ,ZJ;JIH HeKOTOpbiX 
ornowemrn ,ZJ;aBJieHWI. Hecra6HJibHOe TeqeHHe Bbl3biBaeT B03HH1<HOBeHHe O~Hnuit 
,ZJ;aBJieHMH H UJIOTHOCTH, KOTOpbie npOHCXO,!J;HT B,!J;OJib · KaHaJia H B 06JiaCTHX MepTBOH 30Hbl. 
3TM OCUHJIJIHUHH Ha3BaHbi OC:QHJIJIHUJ{HMH ,ZJ;OHHOrO ,ZJ;aBJieHWI H MOryT BbiCTynaTb TaK B ClfM• 
MeTpl{tiHOM, RaK M B HeCHMMeTpl{qHOM TeqeHHH. Bo speMH oc:QHJIJIH:QHit HHTeHCHBHOCTb 
H UOJIO>KeHHe HOpMaJibHOH y,ZJ;apHOH BOJIHbl B KaHane. M3MeHHIOTCH. 

l. Introduction 

ABRUPT changes in cross-section occur in some kinds of supersonic diffusers, ejector systems, 
pressure-reducing valves, and ·exhaust valves of internal combustion engines. Large 
amplitude oscillations sometimes occur downstream of the abrupt change in section in 
both circular and rectangular ducts. Several different types of oscillation can occur, but 
this paper is concerned with a kind which is characterized by a variation in the location 
and strength of a normal shock in the atea of flow reattachment following the sudden ex
pansion. This oscillation takes place throughout the duct, including the base regiori imme
diately downstream of the abrupt change in cross-section, and for this reason the oscilla
tion has been referred to as a base pressure oscillation. 

The base pressure oscillations occur for a small range of pressure conditions for both 
short and long ducts. In the case of short ducts a hysteresis exists in the static pressure 
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conditions. In rectangular ducts oscillations can occur in symmetrical flow, and can also 
occur when the flow is asymmetrical with a preferred direction to one duct wall. 

For the osciUations the non-dimensional ratio p/~ . f!U2 is of the order of unity (where p 

is the a~plitude of the oscillation in pressure, (! is the density and u the velocity of the flow 
at a particular point in the duct). For turbulence the above ratio is of the order of 0.01. 
Hence these are large amplitude oscillations which in certain cases can be a source of in
tense externally-generated noise [I, 2]. 

2. Apparatus 

The flow was studied in a rectangular duct of a width of 100 mm which is shown schem
atically in Fig. 1. Atmospheric air at room temperature passed through a short intake ( 1) 
to a convergent nozzle (2). The nozzle was about 20 mm in length, semi-circularin section, 

FIG., 1. Schematic diagram of experimental arrangement: 1- intake, 2-nozzle, 3- test duct, 4- plenum 
chamber, 5- throttle, 6- gate valve, 7- vacuum chamber, 8- optical window. 

and designed to produce a thin boundary layer at the exit. The test duct (3) had a larger 
cross-section so that the ftow suffered an abrupt expansion as it left the nozzle. The test 
section was followed by a plenum chamber (.f) in which the pressure could be maintained 
constant by a control valve (5). The plenum chamber could be quickly connected to a vac
uum chamber of volume 132m3 (7) by a pneumatically-operated gate valve (6). 

A Mach-Zehnder interferometer was used to study the flow field in the duct. Photo
graphs could be taken using a spark light source in a chamber of argon, which had a dura
tion of 1 fJ.S. 

Pressure fluctuations were measured by quartz piezo-electric transducers placed on 
the upper or lower surface of the duct. These signals were recorded on an FM magnetic 

:---------.] H 

~------=L ________ ~\~ 

FIG. 2. Static pressure notation and geometrical parameters. 
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tape recorder. The frequency spectra were then obtained using a Hewlett Packard Fourier 
Analyser. The Analyser has a dual input ·capability and can be used to obtain cross-spectra, 
and hence the phase difference between two signals. 

The main geometrical parameters of the duct are shown in Fig. 2, together with some 
important static pressures which could be measured with mercury manometers. 

3. Static pressure conditions 

Figures 3 and 4 show static pressures in the base region of the duct as a function of 
PeiPa (i.e. the reciprocal of the pressure ratio across the nozzle and duct) for duct lengths 
of 160 mni and 240 mm respectively. The area ratio cl> in both cases was 0.3, where cl> = hfH. 
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FIG. 3. Variation of base pressure with receiver pressure, h = 10 mm, H = 33.2 mm,cJ> = 0.3, L = 160 mm . . 

A main characteristic of such rectangular ducts is ·the hysteresis in the base pressure. 
At high values of Pe!Pa the flow is asymmetrical,_ but attachment occurs as the pressure 
ratio is decreased. With increasing values of Pe!Pa separation occurs at a pressure ratio 
slightly higher than that at which attachment occurred. With the longer duct of Fig. 4 the 
base pressure of the symmetrical fl~w immediately after attachment is approximately 
the mean of the base pressures of the asymmetric flow just prior to attachment. 

The pre-ssure ratios at which the discontinuities occur depend to some extent on the 
construction of the nozzle and duct. Slight variations occur after the nozzle has been dis
mantled and reconstructed. 
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FIG. 4. Variationofbasepressurewithreceiverpressure,h = lOmm,H = 33.2mm,cf> = 0.3,L = 240mm. 

4. Flow patterns 

Some of. the flow patterns in the duct are shown in the interferograms of Fig. S. At high 
values of Pe!Pa the flow is asymmetric (Fig. Sa, where Pe!Pa is 0.40). With de~reasing PeiPa 
the flow becomes attached and is characterized by a sfngle normal shock wave in the duct 
near the nozzle exit. In Fig. Sb the flow is unstable and the shock wave position and strength 
vary. This type of oscillation is called symmetrical base pressure oscillation, and a sequence 
of interferograms for a cycle may be studied in a previous paper [3]. The base pressure 
oscillation occurs over a small range of pressure ratios, mainly in the area of the lower 
branch of the hysteresis loop. Thus for a duct of a length of 160 mm oscillations occur for 
a pressure ratio PeiPa range from 0.334 to 0.3S8. For a duct of a length of 240 mm the cor
responding range is 0.351 to 0.367. The variation in pressure occurs throughout the duct, 
including the base region. 

In Fig. Se the pressure ratio PeiPa has been reduced and a stable flow has result~d. Fig
ure Se differs ft:om Sb, which is an instantaneous photograph taken during a cycle, in 
that shock waves stretch almost entirely across the duct, and the flow at the boundaries 
downstream of the shock waves is supersonic. Thus it is no longer possible for a disturb
ance to travel upstream into the base region. 

At low values of the pressure·ratio Pe!Pa the base pressure is constant and the flow pat
tern is characterized by series of reflected oblique shocks, (see Fig. Sd). In between the 
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conditions represented by Figs. 5c and 5d there are other flow patterns and oscillations, 
but these will not be described here. For the longer duct of a length of 240 mm oscillations 
of the base pressure kind occur in asymmetrical flow at pressure ratios from 0.371 to 0.377. 

a 

b 

p /p = 0. 40 
e a 

~ /~ = 0·349 

Pe /~ = 0·276 

~ /pa = 0•101 

FIG. 5. Flow patterns, h = 10 mm, H = 33.2 mm,</> = 0.3, L = 160 mm, a) PeiPa = 0.40, b) PeiPa = 

= 0.349, c) PeiPa = 0.276, d) PeiPa = 0.101. 

5. Symmetrical base pressure oscillations 

The variations in the pressure fluctuations on the upper and lower surfaces of the duct 
can be studied with reference to Fig. 6. Here the pressure ratio PeiPa was 0.364 and the 
duct length 240 mm and area ratio </> = 0.3. Two Mach-Zehnder interferograms taken at 
different stages in the cycle are also shown. On the lower surface of the duct piezo-electric 
pressure transducers were placed at 8, 38, 68, 98 and 123 mm from the base, and are re
ferred to as positions A, B, C, D and E, respectively. Transducers H, I and J at 8, 38 and 
98 mm from the base were positioned on. the upper surface. The presence of higher fre
quency components can be seen, particularly at the downstream-transducer locations. 
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In the lower interferogram shown in Fig. 6 the normal shock wave is close to the base, 
and the pressure at A is low. Surrounding the subsonic central flow are supersonic regions 
at the extremities of the normal shock and, during the cycle, these move towards the walls 
when the pressure at A has the lowest value. In the upper interferogram the shock wave 
has moved to the right, is weaker, and allows the pressures at A and H to be higher. 

A 

B 

c 

D 

E 

H 

O\l5 bar 

~ms 

TIME 
- - ':> 

FIG. 6. Interferograms and surface pressure fluctuations for symmetrical base pressure oscillations 
h = 10 mm, H = 33.2 mm, ljJ = 0.3, L = 240 mm, PeiPa = 0.364. 

Power spectra obtained from pressure-time signals similar to those of Fig. 6 are shown 
in Fig. 7. These spectra were obtained by taking an average of 64 separate spectra over 
a period of 16 s. The effective resolution was 4 Hz. Exact harmonics . are present at 320, 
640, 960 Hz, etc. The higher harmorucs are more noticeable at the downstream transducer 
locations. For a given operating pressure ratio the frequency of the oscillation is fairly 
steady, and does not vary much with time. 
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FIG. 7. Power spectra of surface pressure fluctuations for symmetrical base pressure oscillations, h = 10 mm, 
H = 33.2 mm, if> = 0.3, L = 240 mm, Pefp, = 0.364. 

Approximate information on the relative phases of the pressure signals can be obtained 
from visual observation of the traces in Fig. 6, but more exact phase changes can be de
termined from the cross-power spectra. The advantage of the cross-power method is that 
phase information for each harmonic can be determined; With the pressure signal at 
transducer position B as a reference the following phase information, presented in Table 1, 
was obtained for the fundamental and second harmonic for the duct of a length of 240 mm 
and a pressure ratio Pe!Pa of 0.364. 

For the fundamental it can be seen that B and A are considerably out of phase, and 
that the downstream transducers C, D and E have phase differences with respect to B of 
the same order. This indicates that B represents a dividing point. B is of course, close 
to the position of the normal shock which is the centre of the oscillation. 
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Table 1. 

Fundamental Second harmonic 

y angle in degrees y angle in degrees 
by which Y lags B by which Y lags B 

A 138 A 180 
c 42 c 130 
D 80 D 210 
E 64 E 225 

y angle in degrees y angle in degrees 
by which Y lags I by which Y lags I 

H 127 H 170 
J 93 J 260 

6. Asymmetrical base pressure oscillations 

Similar oscillations can be obtained in asymmetrical flow. For example, for a duct 
of a length of 240 mm asymmetrical base pressure oscillations exist for the pressure ratio 
PeiPa from 0.371 to 0.377. During a cycle the flow structure changes from a cellular type, 
similar to that of a free, supersonic jet, to a flow with supersonic regions at the extremities 
of the first normal shock. In the former structure two cells are usually formed, and the latter 
structure is similar to the lower interferogram of Fig. 6, although the normal shock is 
stronger in the asymmetrical case, as the oscillation is concentrated on one side. 

The power spectra of the pressure transducer signals for the asymmetrical base pressure 
oscillations are shown in Fig. 8. The most prominent frequencies are the fundamental 
and third harmonic, although the third harmonic is only strong in the region close to the 
base. 

Table 2. 

y 

A 
c 
D 
E 

H 
J 

Fundamental 

amount by which 
Y lags B (degrees) 

155 
48 
35 
25 

amount by which 
Y lags I (degrees) 

28 
320 

Third harmonic 

amount by which 
Y lags B (degrees) 

172 
225 
280 

amount by which 
Y lags I (degrees) 

68 
170 
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FIG. 8. Power spectra of surface pressure fluctuations for asymmetrical base pressure oscillations, h = 10 mm, 
H = 33.2 mm, 4J = 0.3, L = 240 mm, PefP~~ = 0.377. 

The fundamental frequency is lower in the case of the asymmetrical ftow than for the 
symmetrical case, 276 Hz compared with 320 Hz. A possible explanation is that the Mach 
number M on the attached side during asymmetrical oscillations is greater than the equiv
alent Mach number in symmetrical ftow. With a mean ftow in a duct the natural fre
quencies are modified by a factor of 1 - M2 , and so for a higher Mach number a lower 
frequency results. 

The shorter duct of a length of 160 mm did not exhibit asymmetrical oscillation. Ob
servation indicates that a base pressure variation of the kind shown in Fig. 4 is required, if 
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asymmetrical oscillations are to occur. Only with the static variation type as in Fig. 4 is it 
possible to have a local Mach number on the attached side greater than for symme
trical flows at similar pressure ratios. 

As in the case of symmetrical base pressure oscillations cross-power spectra have been 
used to determine phase information, which is presented in Table 2. 

With asymmetrical oscillations phase information is difficult to interpret, because there 
is not a uniform flow in the duct. As with the symmetrical oscillations there is the same large 
phase difference between B and A on the attached side, but on the unattached side the 
phase difference between the two equivalent points, I and H, is much smaller. 

7. Variation of surface static pressure along the duct 

· Figure 9 shows how the time-averaged surface static pressure vari_es along the duct 
for the case of base pressure oscillation and for a stable flow. An interferogram at an in
stant during the oscillatory flow is shown with the same length scale. The pressure rise 
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DISTANCE FRO M NOZZ LE mm 

FIG. 9. Time-averaged surface static pressures along the duct for symmetrical base pressure oscillations, 
h = 10 mm, H = 33.2 mm, </> = 0.3, L = 240 mm, Pe!Pa = 0.364. , 

across the shock is followed by a decrease in static pressure as the flow separates. In the 
case of asymmetrical oscillations, shown in Fig. 10, there is a similar static p~:essure rise 
on the attached side. There is some evidence of two peaks which correspond to the two 
normal shocks of the cellular structure. 

The pressure PH after the shock shows some evidence of increasing with the base pres
sure Pw to a maximum value (see Fig. 11, in which p* is the nozzle critical pressure). The 
data for Fig. 1-1 were obtained from static pressure profiles along the duct walls, of the 
kind shown in Fig. 9, and refer to symmetrical base pressure oscillations. What is really 
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------------
H = 33·2 mm • - = 0 · 3 • L = 240 mm 

~/11, = 0 · 377 

SURFACE o LOWER SURFACE 

FIG. 10. Time-averaged surface static pressure along the duct for asymmetrical base pressure oscillations, 
h = 10 mm, H = 33.2 mm,</>= 0.3, L = 240 mm, PeiPa = 0.377. 

required is the static pressure rise along the centre line of the duct. The density distribution 
along the centre line [3] indicates that the actual increase in pressure is much more sudden 
than that shown in Fig. 9, thus Fig. 11 must be regarded as only approximate. 
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0 02 0·1 0 ·3 Oio 

(Closed symbols 
indicate oscillation). 

FIG. 11. Variation of the static pressure after the normal shockp8 with the base pressurepw for symmetrical 
base pressure oscillations. 

8. Theoretical model 

The aim of the present model of the flow is to obtain from numerical calculations 
oscillations with variables similar in magnitude to those obtained in the experiments. 
The idealized geometry of the flbw is shown in Fig. 12. The jet boundaries and the shock 
wave are approximated by straight lines. The basic equations in the calculation comprise 
the equations of continuity, momenta in the transverse and axial directions, and also of 
momentum along the jet boundary. Additionally the relation between the shock posi
tion Xs and the shock velocity Us is introduced in the form dX~fdt = Us. The equations 
of continuity and momentum are used in the integral form and applied to the flow field 
within the dashed line-in Fig. 12. In order to solve the integrals in the basic equations, 
the integrands are approximated by linear functions in two directions, first from the axi.s 
to the boundary of the jet and then from the enlargement to the shock position. The re-
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suiting approximate equations are ordinary differential equations in time t with the varia
bles X3 , U3 , base pressure Pw, velocity and density on the axis upstream of the shock wave, 
and the velocity on the jet boundary upstream of the shock wave. Five equations are ob-

/· 

j//77777777777//7 
FIG. 12. Flow field of the theoretical model. 

tained for these six variables and, additionally, a relation between the base pressure Pw 
and the pressure p8 downstream of the shock is postulated. For this feedb.ack betwe~n p8 

and Pw different model equations have been developed and tested by numerical calcula
tions [4]. One of these model equations will be discussed here. 

The extra model equation for the feedback can be obtained by considering the incom
pressible flow in the dead air caused by the expansion and contraction of the supersonic 
part of the flow field. The driving pressure difference in the flow direction is assumed to be 
Pw-PG. In the calculation of the flow the Bemoulli equation for unsteady flow is used and 

Pw - p'M:> 
p* 

0.065...-------.-------..----------r-------'T"-
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FIG. 13. Base pressure and shock distance variations starting from slightly disturbed steady flow and finally 
approaching a limiting amplitude, h/H = cp = 0.5. 
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the velocity v(x, t) is determined by a one-dimensional continuity equation. In addition, 
it is assumed that the relationship between the pressure p 8 downstream of the shock and 
the pressure PG is the same for unsteady flow as for steady flow. To a first approximation 
the equationpG .= KpH, where Kis a constant defined by the initial steady flow, is assumed. 
The equations for the steady initial flow field are derived from the differential equations 
by cancelling the derivatives of time. A value of Pw is chosen, and hence associated values 
of the other variables are established which satisfy the steady conditions. A disturbance 
is introduced into the unsteady system of equations by artificially changing one of the 
variables from its equilibrium value. As a result of this disturbance there is either an attenu
ation of the variable parameters or an amplification which leads to the onset of a constant 
amplitude oscillation. 

The following results have been obtained from the numerical calculations: 
(i) a distortion of the steady flow with Pw fp* < k ~ 0.55 is attenuated (p* is the critical 

pressure), 
(ii) for Pw fp* > k ~ 0.55 the oscillation builds up to a final limit cycle oscillation of 

constant amplitude (see Fig. 13), 
(iii) the frequency of the oscillations is of the same order as those observed in the ex

periments (see Fig. 14). 

f 
lHz) 
600 

0 
0 

500 0 

400 

300 

200 

100 
0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 h 

H 
FIG. 14. Frequency of the self-excited oscillation. o Experimental results for different duct lengths and 

h = 10 mm,- results according to the theoretical model with h = 10 mm. 

9. Discussion of the oscillation mechanism 

The experimental and theoretical investigations lead to the following idea about the 
oscillation mechanism and the feedback loop: if the pressure is decreasing in the dead air 
region, the supersonic jet will expand, and the pressure upstream of the shock wave may 
decrease. Up to a certain value a lower pressure P..t in front of the shock wave causes 
a higher pressure PH downstream of the shock (negative response). A larger pressure PH 
behind the shock tends to increase the pressure Pw in the dead air, as the two regions 

2 Arch. Mech. Stos. 4-5178 
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are conn~ed through the boundary layer. The base prossure Pw is closely related to 
the pressure PA in front of the shock wave, and hence a feedback loop is formed with 
a certain internal time delay. This feedback system works only in the case of a negative 
response. This idea of a negative response is incorporated in Fig. 15 which is obtained from 

1.5 ...------r-------. 

0 
0 0.5 ...&:. 

p* 

FIG. 15. Solution of the steady flow equations-. 

1.0 

the solution of the steady flow equations. The limit cycle oscillations occur for values of 
Pw fp* > 0.55, which is in , the area of the negative response. The only experimental evi
dence of a negative slope is presented in Fig. 11. This evidence, which is based on limited 
experimental data, cannot be regarded as convincing, but it does point to a possible con
firmation of the theoretical curve of PH against Pw· Exact agreement between experiment . 
and a theoretical model of this kind is not expected, because of the approximations intro
duced into the model. 

The experiments have shown a strong dependence of the frequency upon the duct 
length. In the present theoretical model the duct length is not included, but only the ge
ometry of the abrupt expansion. In the model the supersonic flow terminating in the shock 
wave acts as the generator of the · oscillations. The duct provides a system which can act 
as a resonator, either amplifying or attenuating the input. The final oscillation depends 
upon both the supersonic oscillator and the duct. 

From the calculated frequency it is possible to use the equation for the resonant fre
quencies of a duct with flow, and hence obtain the length of a ''resonant duct". Hence it 
can be seen if the resonant frequency and its harmonics for a given duct are synchronizing 
with the supersonic generator. 

10. Concluding remarks 

The existence of large amplitude oscillations has · been established in supersonic flow 
in a rectangular duct which is immediately downstream of a nozzle of smaller cross-section, 
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in which sonic flow exists at the exit. These oscillations exist throughout the entire length 
of the duct, and have been caned base pressure oscillations. 

The base pressure oscillations are self-excited and a theoretical model has been devised 
to give an explanation of the mechanism. The generator of the oscillation has been modelled 
by considering the expansion region of the jet from the nozzle. The supersonic flow termi
nates in a normal shock wave and can be shown to be unstable, and hence a source of 
oscillation in certain pressure ranges. The duct then amplifies or attenuates the original 
oscillation. 
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